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ABSTRACT 

 

LEGAL PROTECTION FOR CHARACTER MERCHANDISING TRADE 

IN INDONESIA 

LEGAL PROTECTION OF COMMERCIAL CHARACTER 

MERCHANDISING IN INDONESIA 

(xvi + 169 pages: 52 pictures; 2 tabels) 

The entrepreneurs uses character merchandising with the aim of attracting potential 

to purchase their merchandise. Often times customers is more than willing to pay 

extra  because the item(s) is in collaboration with a favorite character or iconic 

character. The characters used on goods or merchandise are accustomed to the 

marketing target and in certain circumstances such as at large events; Asean Games 

or film premiere. There are 3 types of character merchandising, namely 

merchandising of fictional characters, personality merchandising and image 

merchandising. The main character(s) is protected by the Copyright Act and when 

characters are exploited commercially in the form of character merchandising then 

the protection is regulated in Trademark Law and Geographical Indications and 

Laws within Design Industry. 

Character Merchandising can have two or three dimension form, as an example 

three dimension when voice is integrated. Each Character  Merchandising owns 

moral rights and economic rights, when the character is exploted and generate 

massive income profit. In Indonesia awareness toward value of art and culture is 

declining. Many original concept or works have been taken advantage by others 

without putting reference or who is the original author or even where the work 

originate from and usage of invalid IPR work. On the market surface countless fake 

and/or imitation of Character Merchandising still in circulation.  

Through descriptive research with approach in the nature of juridical normative, the 

author examines rule of principle of laws in correlation with how legal protection 

arrangement for trade in Character Merchandising  within systematic IPR 

regulation and  implementations of trade arrangements of Character Merchandising 

in Indonesia. Based on this matter researcher have concluded the need of specific 

rules that regulate Character Merchandising and changes criminal complaint to the 

ordinary complaint becoming effective charges in hope for elimination of 

counterfeit goods can be effective. Government and related institutions needed 

effort in order to chage rules of multiple interepetations in providing specific law 

foundation toward author/creator and original concept/work.   
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